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The next generation of real user  
monitoring for mobile applications
Introducing AppDynamics Mobile Real User Monitoring. 
With AppDynamics Mobile RUM you can now get 
insights into the performance of your native mobile 
apps for iOS and Android, allowing you to ensure that 
your mobile users have a great experience from the 
moment they open the application.
AppDynamics Mobile RUM provides you visibility down to individual transactions 
both on the mobile app and the server. Even better, we automatically establish a 
link between these two sets of data. This deep and wide visibility, coupled with 
brand new behavioral analytics and enhanced end-user experience management 
capabilities takes the guesswork out of delivering superior mobile experiences. 
And by offering mobile crash analytics for free, mobile-centric enterprises can now 
deliver a more measured, composed and managed mobile user engagement at 
very affordable costs.

The introduction of free mobile crash analytics puts powerful data into the hands 
of any mobile app developer who wants to understand the critical failures that can 
drive users away and damage credibility, whether it’s the latest game or a business 
enterprise app.

“Offering our customers 
the visibility that 
AppDynamics RUM 
provides, with its detailed 
crash reporting and 
analytics, will give them 
a clear picture of where 
their ad dollars are being 
wasted, and will arm 
them with the data they 
need to make the most 
cost-effective decisions 
about which mobile 
advertising outlets should 
be included in their buys.” 
– Charles Manning, CEO, Kochava
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Get started with AppDynamics mobile crash reporting 
FREE FOREVER at appdynamics.com/freetrial

Support matrix
– iOS 5.1+
– Android 2.3.3+

“Mobiquity is about 
making mobile matter, 
and transforming our 
clients’ businesses 
through innovative 
mobile engagement. 
Obviously, that can’t 
happen unless our 
solutions perform 
flawlessly for users,”

Key feature/benefits
– Business transaction correlation - mobile developers no longer need to 

resign to the perception that the backend services are a black box full of 
performance delays.

– Crash analytics - free forever, mobile developers can quickly identify unique and 
recurring crashes for specific devices, operating systems, or carrier types, and fix 
them before they become pervasive and irreversibly hurt their application ratings 
on the app store. 

– Behavioral analytics - mobile developers can now measure frequency of and 
benchmark business information and behavioral patterns such as, for example, item 
addition to the cart or average dollar value across all in-flight carts, all in real-time.

– Real user monitoring - get critical insights into the impact of network request 
latencies onto the end-user mobile experience. See analytics by device, carriers, 
OS, and application versions. 

– Custom metrics - Track and baseline any metric from your application without 
code changes

– Optional on-premise data storing - free and flexible storing options

– Percentile metrics - Ability to analyze metrics based on percentiles: 90%, 95%, 
99% to get a better understanding of the distribution of metrics. 


